Abstract-. We focus on online resolution of customer complaints. An efficient way to assist customers and companies is to reuse previous experience with similar agents. A formal representation of customer complaints and a machine learning technique for handling scenarios of interaction between conflicting human agents are proposed. It is shown that analysing the structure of communicative actions without context information is frequently sufficient to advise on complaint resolution strategies. Therefore, being domain-independent, the proposed machine learning technique is a good complement to a wide range of customer response management applications where formal treatment of inter-human interactions is required.
In this paper we present the representation machinery needed for modelling conflict scenarios associated with customer complaints and propose a machine learning approach for classifying scenarios of human-agent conflicts in customer complaint situations. Scenarios will be represented as labeled directed acyclic graphs, where arcs denote the flow of interaction between two parties in a conflict. Given a scenario S, we use Nearest Neighbors [3] as a technique to relate that particular scenario to the class of valid or invalid argumentation scenarios, on the basis of finding common subscenarios (subgraphs) by means of similarity matching. As we will see, this technique can be implemented in a stand-alone mode or used in combination with deductive reasoning or simulation.
II. THE DOMAIN OF CONFLICT SCENARIOS
When modeling scenarios of inter-human conflict it is worth distinguishing communicative/physical states and actions. The former include knowing, pretending (states) and informing or asking (actions); the latter are related, for example, to location, energy and account balance (physical states), or to moving and withdrawing (physical actions). It has been shown that an adequate description of the world can be performed on the basis of communicative entities and merging all other physical action into a constant predicate for an arbitrary physical action and its resultant physical state [4] . In In our simplified model of communication semantics communicative actions will be characterized by three parameters: (1) agent name (agent identifier) (2) subject (information transmitted, an object described, etc.), and (3) 1-4244-0195-X/06/$20.00 ©2006 IEEE Fig. 1 : A conflict scenario with attack relations cause (motivation, explanation, etc.) for this subject. When representing scenarios as graphs we take into account all these parameters. Different arc types bear information whether the subject stays the same or not. Thick arcs link vertices that correspond to communicative actions with the same subject, whereas thin arcs link vertices that correspond to communicative actions with different subjects. We will make explicit conflict situations in which the cause of one communicative action M1 "attacks" the cause or subject of another communicative action M2 via an argumentation arc (or argumentation link) between the vertices for these communicative actions. This attack relationship expresses that the cause of the first communicative action (starting point of the arc) defeats the subject or cause of the second communicative action (final point of the arc). A pair of vertices for a thick or thin arc may (or may not) be linked by the attack relation: a subject of the first communicative action is supported by a cause for the same (respectively, different) subjects of the second communicative action. However, we are concerned with argumentation arcs which link other than consecutive vertices (communicative actions) as shown in Fig. 1 . This text represents a complaint scenario in which a client is presenting a complaint against a company because he was charged with an overdraft fee which he considers to be unfair. We denote both parties in this complaint scenario as Pro and Con (proponent and opponent), to make clear the dialectical setting. In this text communicative actions are shown in boldface. Some expressions appear underlined, indicating that they are defeating earlier statements. Fig. 2 shows the associated graph, where straight thick and thin arcs represent temporal sequences, and curve arcs denote defeat relationships.
Note that first two sentences (and the respective subgraph comprising two vertices) are about the current transaction (deposit), three sentences after (and the respective subgraph comprising three vertices) address the unfair charge, and the last sentence is probably related to both issues above. Hence the vertices of two respective subgraphs are linked with thick arcs: explain-confirm and remind-explaindisagree. It Frequently, such actions are assumed but not mentioned explicitly, and they can be deduced from the context. We will approximate each communication step using four semantic components, namely an agent identifier (identifies whether the communicative action is performed by the proponent or the opponent in the dialogue), a communicative action, the subject of communicative action (which issue is this communicative action referring to) and the cause for subject (reason for referring to the subject). Next we will briefly outline the functionality of Complaint Engine [5] , the customer complaint platform used for testing the proposed approach. The user interface to specify a complaint scenario is shown in Fig. 3 . A complainant (e.g., a customer) selects his communicative actions (on the left) and communicative actions of his opponent (e.g., a company, on the right) respectively. Communicative actions are selected from a list of twenty or more, depending on the industry sector of the complaint. The parameters of communicative actions are specified as text in the Interactive Form (even though they are not present in the formal graph-based scenario representation). When filling in a complaint form, the user specifies implicitly a complaint scenario, modeled as a graph as discussed before. Communicative actions selected by the user in the list boxes constitute the vertices of such a graph, whereas check boxes on the right of the list boxes are used to specify whether the incoming arc is thick (checked) or thin (unchecked). Check boxes linked with a vertical line are used to specify argumentation links between the respective events. After performing the justification of complaint validity, ComplaintEngine sets the list box for complaint status at "unjustified' ('justified', resp.), indicating whether the complaint proceeds or not.
ComplaintEngine provides the explanation of this decision by highlighting the cases which are similar to the one to be classified, and which are different from it. Moreover, ComplaintEngine indicates the communicative actions (steps) that are common for it and other complaints to further back up its decision [1] . ComplaintEngine is useful for companies as it can store complaints, analyze them, determine their validity and advise on a general strategy for complaint resolution, using the graph representation. It must be remarked that a complainant has the choice to use the above form or to input complaint as a text, and a specialized linguistic tool processes that text and fills in the form for him/her. However, using the form as a "template" encourages complainants to enforce a logical structure on their complaints. Moreover, in contrast to communicative actions, it is too hard for current automated text-processing technology to reveal defeat relationships from text. In that respect the template proves to be particularly useful, as argumentation links can only be defined via the form using arrows. After a complaint is partially or fully specified, the user evaluates its consistency. [7, 8] Fig. 4 ). A number of approaches have attempted to discover and categorize how the attitudes and speech acts of participants in a dialogue are related to each other. Applying machine learning to the attitudes and speech acts, we are primarily concerned with how these approaches can provide a unified and robust framework to find a similarity between the speech acts in the context of understanding customer complaints. To implement such a machine learning approach we had first to identify a set Sfreq of those communicative actions which are most frequently used for representing conflict (Fig. 5) These attributes were on their turn associated with the different communicative actions in Sfteq as shown in Fig. 4 .
Note that out of the set of meanings for each communicative action (entity), we merge its subset into a single meaning, taking into account its relations to the meanings of other communicative actions [4] . To represent the hierarchy of communicative actions by a concept lattice [10] , we scale nominally the first, second, and fourth attributes. The third and fifth attributes are already twovalued. Thus, the scaled context has eight attributes, resulting in a concept lattice. The ConExp software [11] was used to construct and visualize the concept lattice of communicative actions and their attributes. Some selected nodes are provided with descriptions of the corresponding "intents" and "extents" subscribed to show how certain communicative actions are semantically related to each other. The concept lattice illustrates the semantics of communicative actions, and shows how the choice of natural language semantics for communicative entities covers the totality of meanings in the knowledge domain of interaction between agents in a complaint scenario. Figure  5 displays the similarities between communicative actions expressed via their attributes. The graph presents the communicative actions and their similarities. If the values of respective attributes of communicative actions are the same, it will remain in the similarity result, and otherwise the similarity is denoted by "x": 1 u 1 = 1, 0 u 0 = 0, 0 u 1 = x. Only close similarities are shown: deviation by one attribute (solid box) and by two attributes (dashed box). As an exception, the similarity In particular we can distinguish two main "clusters": a) a cluster of communicative actions associated with negative attitudes which do not supply information (on the right bottom). Here the communicative actions are similar to each other: they deviate from deny by one attribute out of five. Also, the difference between deny, appeal and threaten is the second attribute only, and therefore their similarity is expressed by the same vertex (-1 x -1 1 1) . Moreover, three similarity vertices for this cluster converge to the similarity vertex for the whole cluster (-1 x -1 x x), highlighted by an ellipse; b) a cluster for the rest of communicative actions which are connected with each other and linked with the above cluster by the denylaccept link. (Fig. 6 ) is linked by a thin arc to the communicative action remind, whose argument is not logically linked to the argument of suggest (the subject of suggestion). The first step of V2 includes remind-acceptignore-threaten; these communicative actions have the same subject (it is not specified in the graph of conflict scenario). The vertices of these communicative actions with the same subject are linked by the thick arcs. We can summarize the constraints for a scenario graph as detailed below:
(1) All vertices are fully ordered by the temporal sequence (earlier-later); (2) Each vertex is either assigned with the proponent (drawn on the right side of each graph in Fig. 6 ) or to the opponent (drawn on the left side). Similarity between scenarios is defined by means of maximal common subscenarios. Since we describe scenarios by means of labeled graphs, first we consider formal definitions of labeled graphs and domination relation on them (for space reasons we do not provide all details here; see e.g. [12] ). A generalization Z of a pair of scenario graphs X and Y (or the similarity between X and Y), denoted by X* Y=Z, is the set of all inclusion-maximal common subgraphs ofX and Y, each of them satisfying the following additional conditions: first, to be matched, two vertices from graphs X and Y must denote communicative actions of the same agent; second, each common subgraph from Z must contain at least one thick arc. C. Relating a scenario to a class Now we are ready to introduce the algorithm of how to relate a scenario to a class, given the examples from positive and negative classes (Fig. 6 ). The following conditions should hold for assigning a scenario graph to the class of "valid complaints" (we consider classification to the positive class, i.e., valid complaints, as the classification to invalid complaints is made analogously): (1) U is similar to (has a nonempty common scenario subgraph of) a positive example R+, and (2) For any negative example R-, if U is similar to R-(i.e., U*R-.0) then U*R-c U*R+. This last condition introduces the measure of similarity and says that to be assigned to a class, the similarity between the unknown graph U and the closest scenario from the positive class should be higher than the similarity between U and each negative example (i.e., representative of the class of invalid complaints). Note that condition 2 implies that there is a positive example R such that for no R-one has U*R' c R-, i.e., there is no counterexample to this generalization of positive examples. Let us now proceed to the example of a particular U as shown in Fig.7 capabilities. In particular, machine learning frameworks for operating with rich conflict scenarios (as those involving inter-human interactions) have not been yet explored, although a number of case-based reasoning approaches have been suggested to treat the scenarios of interaction in the belief-desire-intention (BDI) agent model [13] , as shown in [14] [15] . However, in such approaches the description of agents' attitudes is reduced to their beliefs, desires and intentions, without involving a richer language for communicative entities as proposed in our approach. In this paper we significantly extended the expressiveness of representation language for attitudes, using different communicative actions linked by a concept lattice. The suggested machinery can be applied to an arbitrary domain including inter-human conflicts, obviously characterized in natural language.
As a final conclusion we can say that the preliminary evaluation of our model of argumentation attached to subjects of formalized communicative actions shows that it is an adequate technique to handle such complex objects as communicative actions of scenarios for multiagent interactions (both in terms of knowledge representation and reasoning). Evaluation experiments using our limited dataset, as well as the dataset of formalized real-world complaints showed a satisfactory performance, although the most promising results seem still to be ahead.
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